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Policy Interventions
For Addressing Retail Displacement / Gentrification

• Commercial rent control
• Retail quotas
• Formula retail ordinance
• Commercial vacancy tax
• Legacy business ordinance



Driving Forces

• "Back-to-the-city" movement
• Supply and demand

• Self-selecting psychographic
• Experience in high-profile cities



Community Touchstones

• Provide sense of belonging ("Third Places") 
• Reflect what makes district special
• Capture aspirations for its future direction



Commercial Rent Control

• Sets ceilings on annual rent increases
• Reflecting operating costs, capital improvements, debt service, 

"fair and reasonable return"

• Offers automatic lease-renewal option
• Mandates negotiation, mediation and/or arbitration

• Including right-of-first-refusal



Commercial Rent Control

• Postwar era - in response to supply constraints
• New York City (1945 to 1963)

• 1980's - in response to initial "back-to-the-city" movement 
• Implemented in Berkeley (1982 to 1987)
• Strongly considered in New York City

• Today – in response to urban renaissance since 1990's
• Has been under consideration in New York City, Seattle



Retail Quotas 

• Sets limits on number of businesses in specific categories
• Implemented in Berkeley (1980's to 2010's)

• Stand-alone restaurant moratoriums in several communities 
(e.g. Mission / San Francisco, Manayunk / Philadelphia, etc.)



Formula Retail Ordinance

• Requires larger chains to receive conditional-use authorization in order to 
open in specific business districts

• Implemented in San Francisco (2006, amended 2014)
• Defined as 11 or more locations worldwide, with elements of standardization

• Also exists in a number of upscale resort towns



Commercial Vacancy Tax

• Tax (or higher tax rate) on retail spaces that have remained empty for a 
pre-specified period of time

• Response to growing and/or stubborn number of storefront vacancies in 
otherwise robust submarkets

• Perception of landlord greed as the cause



Commercial Vacancy Tax
• Implemented in Washington, D.C. (2010) and Arlington, MA (2017) 

• Just passed in Oakland (late 2018)
• Under consideration in San Francisco, New York City, Boston, etc. 



Legacy Business Ordinance
• Financial incentives

• Rental subsidies to landlords willing to sign long-term leases
• Direct grants to the businesses themselves

• Marketing assistance



Legacy Business Ordinance
• Implemented in San Francisco (2016)

• Definition
• Open for 30 years old or more (20 years, if threatened by displacement)
• Contribute to community's history and/or identity
• Committed to maintaining physical features and traditions 

• Process
• Nominated by Mayor or Supervisor (Councilperson)
• Approved by Historic Preservation and Small Business Commissions
• Placed on "Legacy Business Registry"

• Under consideration in Denver, Seattle, Vancouver, Chicago, etc.



Current Trends 
• Concern about formula retail fading with the "retail apocalypse"
• Blurring of lines between small and big

• Small getting bigger, big trying to look small
• Well-capitalized independents

• Inevitability of an economic slowdown
• Interventions assume robust market for retail space



Pro and Con

• Small businesses as an integral part of a city's gravitational pull
• Distinct personalities of San Francisco's business districts



Pro and Con

• "Development happens, growth happens, but the people who made this 
city what it is are still here.” 

• Lisa Herbold, City Councilperson for West Seattle and advocate for a legacy business ordinance



Pro and Con
• Correcting for the misalignment of two relevant "markets"

• Can result in rents that skyrocket at lease expiration
• Need for "boom-proofing"



Pro and Con
• Effectiveness of San Francisco's 

formula retail ordinance 
• 12% (City), versus 32% (national)
• 10% (w/controls), versus 25% (w/o)



Pro and Con
• Assumes a subjective value system that is not universally shared

• Small businesses versus formula retailers



Pro and Con

• Grounds policy in emotion
• "There's affection for legacy businesses.  There's sentimentality and a fondness for 

legacy businesses."
• Brian Hopkins, Alderman for Chicago's 2nd Ward and advocate for a legacy business ordinance



Pro and Con

• "I don't know how long I'm supposed to subsidize 
something so people can reminisce"

• Michael Weinstein, Chairman / CEO of Ark Restaurants, in 
closing Durgin-Park, iconic 192-year-old Boston restaurant



Pro and Con
• Retail as public utility

• Absolves consumers of any responsibility
• "Vote with your wallet(s)"



Pro and Con
• Wrong diagnoses = wrong prescriptions

• Based on belief systems, not data



Pro and Con

• "It's the government injecting itself into the marketplace to get a result 
they don't understand"

• New York City commercial developer in response to Mayor de Blasio's call for a vacancy tax



Pro and Con

• Self-fulfilling prophecies and unintended consequences
• Constraining supply with commercial rent control
• Increasing costs with formula retail controls
• Deterring prospective tenants with discretionary processes
• Risking "moral hazard" with protectionism



Pro and Con
• Protecting existing businesses at the expense of new ones

• Impedes natural evolution of retail mix as neighborhoods and tastes change
• Self-interest of existing merchants
• No seat at the table for the "future"... 



Pro and Con
• Nativism and "the other"

• Out-of-town landlords
• Tourists and day-trippers
• In-migrating residents



Pro and Con
“I just read a story about how brunch is over,” a friend says. “One

of the commenters said: ‘Brunch isn’t over. It’s over for you.’ ”
Just because you stopped staying out late and sleeping in and
then stumbling over to Cafe Orlin for a Bloody Mary and eggs at
2 p.m. doesn’t mean no one else is doing that now, or doing
something that feels just as exciting.

If you’re complaining about the East Village, or New York in
general, being dead, I think it’s worth considering the possibility
that, yes, it is over — for you. But for plenty of others, the city is
as full of potential and magic as it was in 1977. Or 1964. Or
1992. Or whenever you last walked down the street and felt like
it belonged only to you."

- Ada Calhoun, Author



Contact Information:
Michael Berne, President, MJB Consulting
mikeberne@consultmjb.com
917-816-8367
www.consultmjb.com



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Denver: Politics of Prosperity
• Incomes, rents and housing 

prices up, while traditional 
neighborhoods evaporate

• Ink Coffee debacle in 2017 
mainstreams gentrification

• Growth is THE issue in 
current 2019 city election 
cycle



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Meanwhile, let’s 
plan 10 urban 
neighborhoods, 
concurrently!
• Denver’s NPI 

aims to 
accelerate 
neighborhood 
and corridor 
planning



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Denver’s Main Street
• Second longest street in 

U.S. (after Wilshire) 
• Six miles in study area
• Three BIDs, one CDC
• BRT within five years
• Rapidly changing 

demographics



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Denver’s Last Chance?
• Corridor is universally valued 

for its grit
• Retail consultant finds it a 

destination for hipsters, neo-
hipsters and yupsters

• Pressure (and opportunity) to 
develop tools, policies and 
incentives to prevent 
displacement 



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Market-Responsive Approach
Regulatory processes and zoning
• Proportionality in change of use
• Changes to sign code
• Dedicated liaison in development review
Technical assistance
• Relocation assistance to keep businesses
• Help with succession/transition planning



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Market-Responsive Approach
Financial incentives
• BRT construction mitigation
• Sales and property tax breaks
• Waive/defer fees for upgrading
• Assist businesses to buy buildings
Community-minded ownership models
• Co-ops, CDC and land trust ownerships



Case Study:  Colfax Corridor, Denver CO
Next Steps
• Draft plan to be 

compiled this 
spring

• Displacement 
prevention 
package could 
provide template 
for the entire city



Contact Information:
Brad Segal, President, Progressive Urban Management Associates, Inc. (Denver, CO)
brad@pumaworldhq.com
303-997-8754
www.pumaworldhq.com

Michael Berne, President, MJB Consulting
mikeberne@consultmjb.com
917-816-8367
www.consultmjb.com
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